Calendar
On Campus

Coffee In The Courtyard
When: 8:45 am - 10:00 am
Where: Student Courtyard

Interview Skills Workshop
When: 10:00 am - 11:00 am
Where: Hannifan Center

Black Inventions Exhibit
When: 10:00 am - 4:00 pm
Where: Student Lobby

STAR Meeting
When: 5:00 pm
Where: Conference Room

Step Afrika
When: 7:30 pm
Where: AG Theater

If you have a club or organization and would like your meetings and events to be announced in the iPulse, please e-mail pulse@lynnuniversity.net.

Top Tunes
Most Played mp3's

1. "Breaking Free"
   - Gabriella & Troy
2. "Check On It"
   - Beyoncé & Slim Thug
3. "Unwritten"
   - Natasha Bedingfield
4. "Getcha Head In The Game"
   - T-Pain
5. "Grillz"
   - Selly w/ Paul Wall, Ali & Cleop
6. "Dirty Little Secret"
   - The All-American Rejects
7. "What I've Been Looking For"
   - Ryan & Sharps
8. "L.O.V.E."
   - Ashlee Simpson
9. "We're All In This Together"
   - "High School Musical! Cast
10. "You're Beautiful"
    - James Blunt

Source: Apple iTunes

Question of the Day
What is something men do that is a complete turn off?

1. "When guys act like they know how to do something when they really don't."
   - Jessica Celmons, Senior
2. "When they forget to put the toilet seat down."
   - Crystal Budrine, Senior
3. "When they wear muscle shirts."
   - Stephanie Baker, Junior
4. "When they don't shave."
   - Ariane Neustein, Freshman
5. "When they use pick up lines to try to get girls."
   - Lindsay King, Senior

Celebrate Black History Month This February
A Time to Recognize the Accomplishments of African Americans Throughout History
By Tudurisio Tesapie

Initially known as "Negro History Month" when it was first recognized in 1926, Black History Month is the one month on the calendar that is dedicated to the celebration of Africans who have had a significant impact in American history.

This month was designated to highlight the awareness and the study of black history in the United States.

The founder, or father, of Black History Month is Dr. Carter G. Woodson, a former coal miner whose parents were former slaves.

Woodson enrolled himself in high school at age 20 and completed his diploma two years later. He then went on to Harvard University to obtain his PhD.

While at Harvard, Woodson was disappointed to learn that his fellow black Americans were given no place in the history books.

Inspired, Woodson set up the Association for the Study of Afro-American History in 1915 in an effort to bring attention to the contributions of black people in American history.

Today, it is hoped that Black History Month is still used as a time in all Americans' lives to explore and learn about the great contributions made by African Americans.

Look out for more information about important figures in African American history in the iPulse throughout the month of February.

BIG SUNGLASSES

The current trend in sunglasses among celebrities is the bigger the better. The stars are wearing the "Bug Eye" glasses everywhere.

Many Lynn girls are now sporting these stylish shades.

GUCCI HANDBAGS

Stars can always be seen wearing Gucci handbags, but this season they are going all out. Lindsay Lohan and Jessica Alba, among other A-list celebrities, have been photographed sporting several Gucci bags recently.

The girls at Lynn have hopped on this bandwagon, and Gucci bags can be seen all over campus.

JACK ROGERS SHOES

Jack Rogers sandals are the new craze at Lynn. The sandals average at $100, and they come in a wide variety of colors and styles. They come with or without heels.

Fashion Files
What's Hot For Women
By Britt Davis
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Back On Top
Men's Basketball Buries Barry
By Sara Quatrocky

Senior James Cage led all scorers on Monday with 17 points as he boosted the men's basketball team past Barry University by the score of 64-56.

Sheldon Edwards put together his team-leading ninth double-double of the season with 13 points and a game-high 11 rebounds.

“Coming away with a victory is the most important part of the night for us,” Edwards said.

Juniors Jasper McDuffus and Mark Mathew gave great performances in the first half, knocking in several baskets.

Marcus Hayes, Chris Temple, Andrew Smith, and Cage all gave stellar performances in the second half.

Mathew scored 4 points, Hayes dish 7 assists and 7 points. Smith finished with 9 points, 4 boards and 3 assists.

Lynn will play Nova Southeastern tonight in a Sunshine State Conference battle.

A Miss In Miami
Women's Basketball Feb 58-53
By Chad Beattie

The women's basketball team suffered a melt down in Miami Shores losing to Barry by the score of 58-53.

Jade Williams knocked down 18 points, 5 assists, and 6 steals.

Megan Osmer recorded her fourth double-double of the season with 10 points and a game-high 10 rebounds.

Jackie Codiga notched her team-leading 16th double-figure scoring performance of the season with 11 points, 7 rebounds, and 3 steals.

Williams, Sara Mahan, and Vivian Turner gave a great effort in the second half.

The Knights turn around and travel to Nova Southeastern on tonight for an SSC tangle.

Teams Tune In
Baseball & Softball on Radio
By Sara Quatrocky

Lynn’s baseball and softball teams will be the latest athletic teams to have their games broadcast live through internet radio and followed live through Game Tracker live stats.

In addition to broadcasting games, fans can sign up for eScores on the main athletics web page to get news, scores and info on your favorite Knights teams through email and text messaging.

Fans can access the live broadcast by logging on to www.lynn.edu/athletics and following the link to “Live Audio.”

Lynn baseball opens its season Thursday, February 2 at 6:30 pm against Nova Southeastern while the softball team also begins play on Thursday at 1:00 pm against Northwood.

Girls & Sports
A Comic By Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

“BRADLEY YOU LOOK SO DEPRESSED”

“THE SUPER BOWL IS SUNDAY, AFTER THAT THE SEASON’S OVER”

“THEN I HAVE TO HANG LIKE NINE MONTHS TO GET EXCITED AGAIN. NO DRINKING BEER DURING THE DAY, NO EATING TONS OF JUNK FOOD AND NO DOING UP AND DOWN”

“NEAL YOU KNOW WHAT IT’S LIKE TO BE PREGNANT”
Calendar
On Campus

Softball Game
When: 1:00 pm
Where: Softball field
Who: Northwood

Women's Tennis Match
When: 2:00 pm
Where: Tennis courts
Who: Broward CC

Resume Workshop
When: 3:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Where: Hannifan Center
What: Resume writing & cover letters

Psychic Fair
When: 6:00 pm - 9:00 pm
Where: Student Lobby
What: Free psychic readings

Q & A
What do women do that is a turn off?

- "When they act dumb."
  - Michael Griffith, Freshman

- "When they trick you."
  - Tom Lewandowski, Junior

- "When they're bossy."
  - Miguel Pohlaski, Junior

- "When they take too long to get ready."
  - Chassie Levanstien, Grad Student

- "They hate to be wrong and always have the last word."
  - Ian Hathaway, Freshman

Mega Movies
Top 10 Movies At The Box Office

1. Big Momma's House 2 (PG-13)
2. Nanny McPhee (PG)
3. Underworld: Evolution (R)
4. Annapolis (PG-13)
5. Hoodwinked (PG)
6. Brokeback Mountain (R)
7. Glory Road (PG)
8. Last Holiday (PG-13)
9. The Chronicles of Narnia (PG)
10. The Matador (R)

Gotta Have
Great Gadgets

Are you sick of being late to class all the time due to those low speed limits and pesky FHP troopers?

Now you can make that 10:00 am class with no problem thanks to Escort's new Passport 8500.

This highly-rated radar detector includes such features as 360 degree detection on all radar bands (including the hard-to-detect Super-wide KA band), reprogrammable software to upload the newest radar and laser speed gun info, and a high-resolution LCD screen.

Have too much stuff plugged into that cigarette lighter already? The 8500 requires too much power to go wireless, but Escort does offer a high-powered cordless detector as well called the Solo 52.

The SoloS2 model uses AA batteries and offers the longest detection range available in a cordless unit.

Both models are invisible to the V2 "radar detector detector," but if you do happen to get pulled over by the brown, you can quickly unclip the SoloS2 from its windshield mount with the "quick release" feature.

Both the Passport 8500 ($299-$339) and Solo 52 ($329) are available from Escort's online website escotrader.com.

Support Group
On Campus

An Alcoholics Anonymous group will be forming on campus.

All students interested in participating in this student-run group should consult Gail DeCina, Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Specialist.

Stop in at the Counseling Center, phone 561-237-7468, or email gdecina@lynn.edu.

If you have a club or organization and would like your meetings and events to be announced in the iPulse, please e-mail ipulse@lynnmiversity.net.

Send your e-mail today to get your event published in the iPulse!•
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An Aeronautic Aloha
Hawaiian Study Tour For Aviation Students

Jeff Johnson, dean for the School of Aeronautics, and Lynette Johnson, project manager, took 14 students on a study tour of the Hawaiian Islands (Oahu and the Big Island).

The students learned about Polynesian culture and history, U.S. military impact and presence, the major industries of the Hawaiian Islands and the factors that affect the most geographically isolated area in the world.

In Oahu they visited Waikiki Beach, Hickam Air Force Base, the USS Arizona Memorial, USS Missouri battle ship, Dole Plantation, beaches of the North Shore, and the Polynesian Cultural Center where they attended an authentic hula.

On the Big Island they continued their studies by touring a coffee plantation, the Volcano Winery and a volcanic black sand beach.

Major highlights of the trip were hiking and camping on an active volcano in the Volcanoes National Park, witnessing lava flowing down the mountain into the sea from the world’s most active volcano, and climbing into a caldera and walking through an old lava tube.

Students went up to the summit of a dormant volcano, Mauna Kea, which is the highest island mountain on the planet where they saw spectacular views and the world’s largest astronomical observatory.

They also rode horseback through a lush rainforest studded with waterfalls and body surfed on one of the Travel Channels’ Top 10 voted Best Beaches.

Baseball Begins
2006 Season Starts Today
By Chad Beattie

Coming off the most SSC wins in program history, the Knights bold much promise for the 2006 season. Lynn returns three of its starting four infielders as well as seven pitchers.

Third baseman Jimmy Bacon is the Blue and White’s leading returning. Sophomores Craig Sheets and Chris Snow will try to duplicate their first-year numbers after combining to post a 7-3 record.

Tomorrow will mark the first meeting between Lynn and Palm Beach Atlantic since the 2002 season when it lost 11-7 against the Sailfish. PBA holds the all-time series lead 9-8.

Another team that holds a winning record against Lynn is Presbyterian, who holds a 4-3 all-time record against the Knights. However, Lynn has won three of the last four.

Listen to the games live at www.lynn.edu/athletics.

Girls & Sports
A Comic By Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

Softball Starts
Season Opener Today
By Jessica Wright

Lynn’s softball team is gearing up for the start of the 2006 season.

The Blue and White face their second opponent Florida Gulf Coast in the first of two meeting between both teams. The Knights lost to the Eagles last season 2-1, but redeemed themselves by winning the next three games in a row.

Northwood returns senior pitcher Kathy Bowman who earned All-Florida Sun Conference honors and was an All-Tournament Team selection at the Region XIV Tournament.

The Blue and White face their second opponent Florida Gulf Coast, in the first of two meeting between both teams. The Knights lost to the Eagles last season 2-1, but redeemed themselves by winning the next three games in a row.
Friday
Baseball Game
When: 2:30pm
Where: Baseball field
Who: Palm Beach Atlantic
What: Nova Southeastern Tournament Game

Saturday
Softball Game
When: 1:00pm
Where: Softball field
Who: Florida Gulf Coast
Tennis Round Robin
When: 3:00pm
Where: Tennis courts
Women's Basketball
When: 5:30pm
Where: Gym
Who: Tampa
Men's Basketball
When: 7:30pm
Where: Gym

Sunday
Men's & Women's Tennis
When: 10:00am
Where: Tennis courts
Who: Embry Riddle
Violin Passion
When: 4:00pm
Where: Amanick-Goldstein Concert Hall
Who: Sergiu Schwartz in Recital
Golf
Where: Ocean Breezes
Cost: $20
Contact: smerrill@lynn.edu

Question of the Day
Where are you from and what do you miss about home?

"Milano, Italy. I miss soccer, my family, and the food." - Stefanie Galasso, Junior

"Uzbekistan. I miss my friends back home." - Aziz Epaev, Freshman

"Deerfield Beach. Home is here and I don't miss anything." - Rone Vargas, Junior

"Philadelphia. I miss the cheesesteaks and the Eagles." - Jenna Modla, Junior

"Sarasota, Florida. I miss my family." - Hallie Silverman, Senior

"Rio de Janiero, Brazil. I miss the food and soccer." - Miquel Pioseki, Junior

Pianists Perform On Campus
Lynn to Host National Piano Competition Saturday

Lynn will host the National Society of Arts & Letters Piano Competition on Saturday, Feb. 4 at 10:00am in the Amanick-Goldstein Concert Hall.

A select group of gifted pianists, ages 18-25, from Rice University, the University of Miami, Florida State University, Florida International University, Barry University, Dreyfoos School of the Arts and Lynn University will compete for substantial cash prizes. Dr. Roberta Rust is artistic director for the competition.

A Knightly Open Mic Night
Lynn's First Open Mic Night of 2006
By Michael Jacobs. Photos by David Hunter.

Lynn's first Open Mic Night of 2006 was held Tuesday night at Christine's. There were performances of original songs and poetry, as well as covers of songs from such artists as John Mayer and Jack Johnson.

Some of the performers are also local entertainers. Jeff Durham, who performed on Tuesday, also plays cover songs at local hot spots The Elbow Room, 4140, and Tarpon Bend.

Student Brad Robinson is a trumpet player from Poughkeepsie, NY.

Student Felix Martinez attended Lynn's Open Mic Night for the first time on Tuesday.

Of his experience at Open Mic Night, Martinez said, "I enjoyed it, but I wish that more people would have showed up."

The Knight Activity Team put on this event, and will continue to host Open Mic Nights throughout the semester.

Both the performers and the audience look forward to another Lynn University Open Mic Night.

Student Brad Robinson attended Open Mic Night to look for students who might be interesting in joining his jazz band.

Jeff Durham performs

Both the performers and the audience look forward to another Lynn University Open Mic Night.

Ian Nahama and friends at Open Mic Night

Hot New Movies

When a Stranger Calls (PG-13)

Starring: Camilla Belle, Katie Cassidy, Brian Geraghty, Tessa Thompson

Directed by: Simon West

Summary: While babysitting, a high school student is terrorized by a stranger who calls her, asking, "Have you checked the children lately?" The police eventually notify her the calls are coming from inside the house.

Something New (PG-13)

Starring: Sanaa Lathan, Simon Baker, Blair Underwood, Alfre Woodard, Mike Epps

Directed by: Sanaa Hamri

Summary: While 42.4% of African-Americans have never been married, Kenya, a professional African-American woman is determined to do something about it. She is shocked to discover, however, that she's falling in love with a white landscaper.

Support Group On Campus

Concerned Friends Group

A number of students have expressed concern about friends who may have a drinking and/or other drug problem.

As a result of their friend's drinking and/or drug use they have felt stress; this is known as second hand effect of substance abuse.

Is this how you've defined your college experience?

Have you experienced this second-hand effect?

If you have, then there is a support group for you here at Lynn.

If you want to be a part of a support group where you can get information on how to help a friend, please contact Gail DeCina, Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Specialist.

Stop in at the Counseling Center, phone 561-237-7468, or email at gdecina@lynn.edu.

All inquiries will be held in confidence.

Knights Unable To Notch Victory

Men's Basketball Falls 95-82 to Nova

By Sara Quatrrocky

Senior James Cage led a stellar comeback effort on Wednesday, finishing with a career-high 33 points in the men's basketball team's 95-82 loss at Nova Southeastern University.

The Knights shot a season-low 38.8 percent from field. Cage was 7-for-17 from field and knocked down five 3-pointers.

The Knights were down 49-38 at the break, and the Sharks continued their bite throughout the second half of the game.

Behind the leadership of Cage, the Knights pulled to within one point at 73-72 after he connected on two free-throws with 7:21 left on the clock. The was the closest as Lynn would come to drowning the Sharks.

Junior Andrew Smith added 16 points for the Knights, including four three-pointers in his team-leading 19th double-figure scoring game.

Sheldon Edwards added 12 points, while sophomore Evan Cohn chipped in 10 points. Sophomore Hans Schar grabbed a team-high eight rebounds while adding seven points.

The Knights return to Boca Raton hosting Tampa on Saturday with the tip-off set at 7:30 pm.

Shark Attack

Women's Basketball Loses

By Sara Quatrrocky

Lynn's women's basketball team got nipped by the Nova Southeastern Sharks Wednesday in SSC action by the score of 61-56.

The Knights were led by junior Allegra Armstrong's team-high 13 points.

Junior Sarah Mahan joined Armstrong in double-figures with 11 points in her fifth 10-plus point performance of the season. Mahan added 4 rebounds and 2 assists as senior Cherise George pulled down a team-high 7 rebounds.

Freshman Jade Williams led the team in assists for the 11th time this season, dishing out four in the losing effort.

The Knights return to action on Saturday hosting Tampa in SSC action at 5:30 pm. Lynn won the first meeting between the Spartans on Feb 7 by the score of 70-66.

Girls & Sports

A Comic By Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein
Calendar
On Campus

Jazzercise
When: 12:15 pm - 1:15 pm
Where: Aerobics Room, 3rd Floor, Lynn Residence Hall

Career Workshop
When: 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Where: Hemisphere Center
What: Job Search Skills

Karate/Self Defense Class
When: 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Where: Aerobics Room, 3rd Floor, Lynn Residence Hall

Intramural Sand Volleyball
When: 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Where: Sand Volleyball Court

Guest Speaker Lecture
When: 7:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Where: Green Center
Who: Jerry Fowler
What: Combating Contemporary Genocide

If you have a club or organization and would like your meetings and events to be announced in the i Pulse, please e-mail ipulse@lynnuniversity.net.

Support Group
On Campus

An Alcoholics Anonymous group will be forming on campus.

All students interested in participating in this student-run group should contact Gail DeCina, Substance Abuse Prevention and Treatment Specialist.

Stop in at the Counseling Center, phone 561-237-7468, or email gdecina@lynn.edu.

All inquiries will be held in confidence.

Best Buddies Club Blooms at Lynn
Non-Profit Student Organization Provides Service in the Community
By Crystal Burdine

Best Buddies is an international non-profit organization that provides individuals with intellectual disabilities a chance to develop a one-on-one friendship.

A group of students at Lynn has established a local chapter that provides interaction between disabled individuals and students. They have hosted many events, such as "Bowling With The Buddies," a holiday party, and ice cream socials.

Best Buddies member Julia Jishnian says that the most rewarding part about participating in this organization is "getting to know the buddies and seeing them smile."

This organization is an excellent way for students to gain volunteer experience.

"It provides personal satisfaction knowing that you have made a difference" says member Lauren Young.

Best Buddies is currently planning more socials, such as a trip to the butterfly museum.

The students meet once a month on the second floor of the International Building to discuss upcoming events.

For more information about the Best Buddies organization please visit the official Best Buddies website at http://www.bestbuddies.org.
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Question of the Day
Do you think the Steelers deserved to win the Super Bowl?

"I would say they deserved it if they didn't cheap shot Carson Palmer."
-James Crilley, Senior

"I didn't really watch it."
-Elisa Moreau, Junior

"Well I don't really know the rules, so I didn't know what was going on."
-Lisa Whitehouse, Senior

"I thought it was pretty lame."
-Micki Peroni, Senior

"To be honest I didn't even watch it."
-John Steint, Freshman

Reported by Elysis Sutherland

"I thought it was horrible, but a reason to party again."
-Megans McSweeney, Junior

Vidflx
New DVD Releases
By Elizabeth Masons

Just Like Heaven (PG-13)
When David (Mark Ruffalo) rents his new apartment, the last thing he wants is company.

Then Elizabeth (Reese Witherspoon) shows up, insisting the apartment is hers; He's convinced she's a spirit, she's convinced she's still alive.

As they search for the truth of Elizabeth's past, their relationship changes from bitterness to romance.

Elizabethtown (PG-13)
After causing the Oregon shoe company he works for to lose millions of dollars, Drew Baylor (Orlando Bloom) is fired for his mistake and dumped by his girlfriend, Ellen (Jessica Biel).

He is brought back to his family's small Kentucky hometown of Elizabethtown following the death of his father, Mitch, to make sure that his dying wishes are fulfilled.

On the way home, Drew meets a flight attendant, Claire Colburn (Kirsten Dunst), with whom he falls in love, in a romance that helps his life get back on track.

"You lose a lot of time, hating people."
-Marian Anderson
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Guest Speaker
"Combating Genocide"

Jerry Fowler, staff director of the Committee on Conscience of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, will speak on "Combating Contemporary Genocide" today at 7:00 pm in the Green Center.

A graduate of Stanford Law School and Princeton University, Fowler now guides the genocide prevention efforts of the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum.

Previously Fowler was legislative counsel for the Lawyers Committee for Human Rights, where he worked on a broad array of human rights issues.

Fowler has taught at two prominent law schools and been a Scholar-in-Residence at Lynn University and American University.

He is a retired U.S. Army officer and former Special Litigation Counsel for the U.S. Department of Justice.

Admission to this event is free and reservations are required. Please call 237-7748 or e-mail specialevents@lynn.edu for more information.

Questions or Comments?
E-mail the Pulse at ipulse@lynnuniversity.net

Your letter could be featured in the Pulse!

Drivers Wanted
Flowers In An Hour
For the Dates of 2/9 - 2/15
Make 71400 a day or more
must have Car & Cell Phone
Call Soon 561 478-4716
or Email: armstrong732@ly.com

Girl's & Sports
A Comic by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

Spartans Shattered
Knights notch 64-49 win
By Sara Quatrocky

The men's basketball team fought past Tampa Saturday night by the score of 64-49. Senior Marcus Hayes lead the Knights with 19 points.

Sophomores Evan Cohn and Hans Schur both added 11 points each in the victory.

Senior Sheldon Edwards pulled down a game-high 12 rebounds.

Junior Andrew Smith dished out a game-high nine assists while snatching a game-high five steals.

The men travel to Florida Tech Wednesday evening.*

Girls & Sports
A Comic by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

I'M STARTING TO REALIZE IT MAY NEVER HAPPEN FOR ME

I'M NOT GETTING ANY YOUNGER, YOU KNOW.

POOR MARSHALLS WORKED HEADED THEY NEVER WERE A GUY.

1969 HE'S JUST GETTING THAT HE NEVER LOSES ANY ROUGH POOL.
Calendar

On Campus

Pirate Party
When: 11:00 am - 2:00 pm
Where: Student Courtyard
What: Partying with pirates in a pirate ship

Career Workshop
When: 11:00 am - 12:00 pm
Where: Hannifan Center
What: Resume writing and cover letters
Who: Required for all students scheduling on-campus interviews

Corporate Lecture Series
When: 6:00 pm
Where: deHoemle Lecture Hall
Who: ING/The Miller Financial Advisory Group

Comedian on Campus
When: 7:00 pm
Where: Knights’ Court
Who: Roy Wood, Jr.
What: Required for all students

Check Us Out On The Web At:
www.lynnuniversity.net/pulse

Lynn Style

Question of the Day

What's the best Valentine's Day gift to give a girl?

- "Candlelight Dinner." - Kimberly Parker, Freshman
- "Jewelry and a romantic dinner." - Melanie Shanken, Freshman

- "Chocolate roses and go out to a nice dinner." - Fallon Stropoli, Freshman
- "Homemade dinner and chocolate." - Jelena Lovire, Freshman

- "Flowers and food." - Christine Powell, Freshman
- "Flowers and a homemade dinner." - Danielle Guttenberg, Freshman

Bonkers for Buttons

Lynn 2020 Program Promotes with Prizes

Students who were their "in" buttons will have a chance to win a variety of prizes. Prizes will be given every 2020 Tuesday, beginning Feb. 14.

Buttons are currently being distributed throughout the campus. Starting today there will be baskets of buttons located in the following areas:

- The lobby of the Schmidt Library Building
- The Student Activities office, the front desk of the library, and the cafeteria.

For more information, log on to www.lynn.edu/2020.

Fashion Files

Men Flip For Flops

By Crystal Hurdme

Flip flops are incredibly popular among the male students at Lynn. The hottest flip flops seen around campus are those with a trendy pattern on the top. The most popular pair worn is the "Flip Flooper Flag" print by Ben Sherman. This stylish pair can be worn with a wide variety of outfits. The most popular clothing worn with these flops are jeans or khaki shorts.

The men around campus agree that Ben Sherman’s line of flip flops provides a quality stylish sandal that is fast becoming the new, hot trend in men's fashion.

Ben Sherman is the fourth largest casual wear brand in the UK, specializing in men, women, children, and accessories.

The "Flip Flooper Flag" print flip flops can be purchased at the House of Vintage in Delray Beach for $29.

If your club would like to sponsor a special Lynn events and functions throughout the year is a wonderful way to show support for our pride in the school.

These items are on sale at the Lynn University bookstore for $50 each.

Lynn is proud to announce the creation of its very own custom-made neckties and scarves.

The beautiful silk necktie and scarf were designed exclusively for Lynn by Ben Silver, a company with a reputation for high quality, craftsmanship and classically styled products.

The unique blue and white striped patterns are exclusive to Lynn.

The fabric is 100 percent silk and specially woven in the United States: Ben Sherman's line of silk, authentic British-striped and crested, hand-sewn neckwear.

The most popular pair worn is the "Flip Flooper Flag" print by Ben Sherman.

This stylish pair can be worn with a wide variety of outfits. The most popular clothing worn with these flops are jeans or khaki shorts.

The men around campus agree that Ben Sherman’s line of flip flops provides a quality stylish sandal that is fast becoming the new, hot trend in men's fashion.

Ben Sherman is the fourth largest casual wear brand in the UK, specializing in men, women, children, and accessories.

The "Flip Flooper Flag" print flip flops can be purchased at the House of Vintage in Delray Beach for $29.

If your club would like to sponsor a special Lynn events and functions throughout the year is a wonderful way to show support for our pride in the school.

These items are on sale at the Lynn University bookstore for $50 each.

Lynn is proud to announce the creation of its very own custom-made neckties and scarves.

The beautiful silk necktie and scarf were designed exclusively for Lynn by Ben Silver, a company with a reputation for high quality, craftsmanship and classically styled products.

The unique blue and white striped patterns are exclusive to Lynn.

The fabric is 100 percent silk and specially woven in the United States: Ben Sherman's line of silk, authentic British-striped and crested, hand-sewn neckwear.

The most popular pair worn is the "Flip Flooper Flag" print by Ben Sherman.

This stylish pair can be worn with a wide variety of outfits. The most popular clothing worn with these flops are jeans or khaki shorts.

The men around campus agree that Ben Sherman’s line of flip flops provides a quality stylish sandal that is fast becoming the new, hot trend in men's fashion.

Ben Sherman is the fourth largest casual wear brand in the UK, specializing in men, women, children, and accessories.

The "Flip Flooper Flag" print flip flops can be purchased at the House of Vintage in Delray Beach for $29.

If your club would like to sponsor a special Lynn events and functions throughout the year is a wonderful way to show support for our pride in the school.

These items are on sale at the Lynn University bookstore for $50 each.

Lynn is proud to announce the creation of its very own custom-made neckties and scarves.

The beautiful silk necktie and scarf were designed exclusively for Lynn by Ben Silver, a company with a reputation for high quality, craftsmanship and classically styled products.

The unique blue and white striped patterns are exclusive to Lynn.

The fabric is 100 percent silk and specially woven in the United States: Ben Sherman's line of silk, authentic British-striped and crested, hand-sewn neckwear.

The most popular pair worn is the "Flip Flooper Flag" print by Ben Sherman.
Lynn Leadership Changes
New Leadership Positions at Lynn Announced

Jim Hundrieser, Vice President of Student Development

In order to create a hallmark student development program, Jim will now oversee student services including residential life, student activities, experiential education, campus ministry, career development, campus safety and security, health services, counseling center and fitness center and intramurals.

In his new role, Jim will have direct responsibility for these areas and will act as a connection point between administration, academics and student life.

Greg Malftan, Senior Vice President for Administration

Greg’s expanded responsibilities will include all areas related to athletics, administration, master planning, the active build out of our campus, and fundraising to help obtain resources needed to secure Lynn’s future.

These areas include the following duties:

- Campus construction, maintenance, housekeeping, auxiliary services including food service and bookstore, campus center, academic center, performing arts center, parking garage, school of business building, student housing, as well as the enhancement of the athletic facilities, and more.

Lynn congratulates these men on their achievements and outstanding contributions to the university.

Chris Boniforti has just been named the Chief Information Officer (CIO).

He will continue to manage the Information Technology Department.

As the newest member of the management team.

Boniforti will also develop strategies to help leverage Lynn’s information resources.

Critical Conference Action
Hayes to Provide Leadership for Men’s Basketball
By Sara Quatrocky

Senior Marcus Hayes knows that keeping the No. 1 spot in the SSC league is harder than earning it.

The men enter the week feeling the heat as the Knights travel to Florida Tech today before hosting Rollins College on Saturday.

“After winning conference last season and being at the top for a majority of the time this season, we know that we are going to get everyone’s best basketball,” Hayes said.

“Playing Rollins is always tough,” Hayes says. “The last time out against them we did a great job of finding the open player and Sheldon took care of business around the basket.”

The Knights have four players averaging double-figures as Sheldon Edwards, senior James Cage and junior Andrew Smith all put up just over 13 points.

Edwards is also tops in the conference and 12th in the nation. With 9.6 rebounds per game, while also holding the highest field goal percentage in the league at 56.6 percent.

“We have so many players on this team can explode offensively and usually our momentum comes from defensive stops or creating turnovers,” Hayes said.

“This week, with Rollins coming to town, we all have to step it up a notch so that we can prove we belong at the top.”

The Lynn and Rollins game on Saturday night can be followed live on Saturday night can be followed live at www.lynn.edu/athletics by clicking on the “live stats” and “live audio” icons.

Girls & Sports
A Comic By Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

Player of the Week
Christina Rolla Honored
By Sara Quatrocky

Lynn junior first baseman Christina Rolla picked up where she left off last season as she was named the Sunshine State Conference Softball Player of the Week.

She was voted as the SSC’s Player of the Year in her sophomore season while helping the Knights to their first-ever conference championship.

Rolla finished 3-for-4 from the plate including four RBI and three runs scored.

All three of the Wallingford, Conn. product’s hits were for extra bases including two home runs, one in each of the games. Rolla also drew three intentional walks in the doubleheader.

The Knights return to action on Friday, traveling to Miami to take on St. Thomas in a doubleheader. First pitch of game one is scheduled for 2:00pm.

Drivers Wanted
Flowers In An Hour

For The Dates Of 2/23 & 25--

Meet "9-11-0" a dog at noon on Sat.
have Car & Cell Phone
Call Scott 361-64-4715
Email: wonderful@thehounds

Questions or Comments?
E-mail the Pulse at
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net

Your letter could be featured in the Pulse!
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Calendar
On Campus

Lunch on the Lake
When: 11:00 am - 1:00 pm
Where: Cafeteria Patio
Who: Jeff

Jazzercise
When: 12:15 pm - 1:15 pm
Where: 3rd Floor, Aerobics Room, Lynn Residence Hall

Debate Club Meeting
When: 12:30 pm
Where: L306

Career Workshop
When: 2:00 pm - 3:00 pm
Where: Hannifan Center
What: Job Search
Who: International Students

Karate/Self Defense Class
When: 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Where: 3rd Floor, Aerobics Room, Lynn Residence Hall

International Affairs Meeting
When: 6:00 pm
Where: EMLynn 5th Floor

Poetry Coffee House
When: 6:30 pm
Where: Knights Court

RHA Meeting
When: 8:00 pm
Where: EMLynn 2nd Floor

The Hug and Kiss Fundraiser
Disenchanted by Valentine’s Day?

We may not be able to provide you with a dream date, but we can provide a way to lift your (and your friends’) spirits.

Next Monday and Tuesday, the Honors Colloquium will be selling Hershey Hugs and Kisses outside the cafeteria.

All proceeds go to charity.

February 13th and 14th
11:00 am - 1:00 pm
Sponsored by the Honors Colloquium

Sweets And Treats For Your Sweetie
How To Give Great Valentine’s Day Gifts On A Budget
By Brittany Balowas

It’s that time of year again. Phil the Groundhog has seen his shadow, and winter will continue. For some, this usherers in a continued season of shoveling snow and attempting to keep warm.

For others, this is just another reason to cuddle with that special someone. And what better day to spend with that someone than Valentine’s Day?

Valentine’s Day is the one day a year designated to show your loved one how much you care. But for many, the heart is bigger than the wallet.

Here are a few ways to show that special person how much you care while only spending how much you have.

Show them that you love them. But show them for less! Here’s how to do it:

Most flower delivery services are extremely overpriced, but some run deals for this special day under $19.99.

A whole basket of cookies in a decorative arrangement will cost you somewhere in the ballpark of $35 - $65.

If you’re interested in an option a little less extravagant, FloralAmbiance.com has a specialty cookie kabob that will only cost you $8.50.

Finally, if sending a Valentine’s Day gift is too much, try preparing a romantic home cooked dinner for two.

Visit www.recipelink.com/cupid.html, to find great recipes for a complete romantic dinner from appetizers to the main dish and even dozens of delicious desserts to make.

This February 14, make your declaration of love without worrying about putting a dent in your wallet.

By using these great gift ideas, you will surely bring a smile to your loved one, and hopefully one to yourself as well.

Everyone deserves a little something special on Valentine’s Day, so make this year memorable for you and for your special sweetheart.*

The Pillage Of The Village, A Pirate’s Weekend
When: Feb. 25 & 26
Where: Deerfield Beach
Visit: www.nnf-fest.com

Pirates Party On
By Jens Zakany

Yesterday Lynn was invaded by pirates, and it was fantastic. After all, what is the one group of people that knows how to party harder than Lynn kids? Pirates, of course.

Captain Jack & Aubry Beckham

The pirates performed piratical prose in the form of pirate period music. Students were able to see the performance, and, shiver me timbers, a pirate ship, in the courtyard.

This visit from pirates left this writer wanting only one thing: more pirates. But where can one find pirates around Florida?

Lee Pirate Fest
When: May 6 & 7
Where: Fort Myers
Visit: leepiratefest.com

Florida Pirate Festival
When: Nov. 17-19
Where: Clearwater, FL
Visit: www.piratefair.com

Pirates In Paradise Festival
When: Nov. 25 - Dec. 5
Where: Key West
Visit: piratesinparadise.com

Editor: Jens Zakany, Sports Editor: Stephanie Baker, Managing Editor: Web: Michael Jacobs, Staff: Jade Benza, Brittany Balowas, Crystal Burdine, Jessica Clemmons, Brit Davis, Tim Devries, Kathleen Hughes, David Hunter, Izzi Nakano, Elizabeth Manos, Ashley Roberts, Brett Sams, Moes Smana, Eliza Sutherland, Tadhg Tuite, Jerrit Ulrich, Nicole Walsh. Faculty Advisor: Myles Ludwig

Tech: Robin Aune, Katie Eglinton, Caroline Fervar, Katie Fricke
Top Tunes: The iTunes Hot List
The Ten Most Played mp3's

1. "You're Beautiful" - James Blunt
2. "Check On It" - Beyoncé & Slim Thug
3. "I'm N Law (W/ a Stripper)" - T-Pain & Mike Jones
4. "Shake That" - Eminem
5. "Unwritten" - Natasha Bedingfield
6. "Cryin'" - Nelly w/ Paul Wall, Ali & Gipp
7. "Breaking Free" - Gabriella & Troy
8. "Dirty Little Secret" - The All-American Rejects
10. "Temperature" - Sean Paul

If you have a club or organization and would like your meetings and events to be announced in the iPulse, please e-mail ipulse@lynnuniversity.net.

Athletes Honored
SSC Fall Honor Roll
By Sara Quistrocky

A total of 28 Lynn University student-athletes were named to the Sunshine State Conference Commissioner's Honor Roll for the Fall 2005 semester.

Men's Soccer
Jean Alexandre, 3.23, Andrew Dickson, 3.47, Chris Koos, 4.00, Courtney Rimmer, 3.27, Lee Paul Scroggins, 3.33, Kevin Street, 3.46, Kenneth Viguez, 3.22, Carl Wallace, 3.53, and William Young, 3.67.

Women's Soccer

Volleyball
Kelly Dankers, 3.93, Carissa Erath, 3.67, Zalez, 3.62, Deirdre Koobkeo, 4.00, Christie Schade, 3.50, Jessica Woodby, 3.33, and Larissa Witherpoon, 3.64.

Spring Season Starts
Golf Team Plays Winter Invite
By Chad Beattie

The men's golf team opened the spring season with a sixth place finish out of 19 teams at the Titan Winter Invite hosted by Brevard Community College.

Hoyt McGarity tied for 10th individually, his third top-10 finish out of four tournaments.

McGarity was one of only two members of LU to shoot at least one round of par or better; firing rounds of 70-74-74 for a two-day score of 218.

"We have a lot of guys who can go yard on this team," said head coach Rudy Garbalosa, "but we have to be careful that we do not live and die by the long ball. We need to continue to be aggressive."

LU is 14-39 all time against UT and 8-23 under Garbalosa. The Knights were shut out in four of the six games played last season against the Spartans.

"It's true we haven't had much success against Tampa, but this is a new year and we have a talented team that I believe is capable of competing with the best," Coach Garbalosa said.

Players Nicolas Boisvert, Felix Martinez, Jimmy Bacon, George Brandner, and Nick Brown hit home runs in the team's three games.

The Knights season is 2-1 overall right now, and the battle with the Spartans will begin tomorrow."

Girls & Sports
A Comic by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

"Girls & Sports" is a satirical comic strip that parodies the narrative and stereotypes surrounding women's sports. The strip often features humorous and exaggerated scenarios, such as "Just So You Know: I Don't Kiss on the First Date," or "If I Can't Be the One You Kiss on the First Date, I'll Be the One You Kiss..." It challenges conventional gender roles and expectations in sports and relationships. The strip is known for its razor-sharp wit and its depiction of the complexities of modern relationships and sports.
Combating Contemporary Genocide: The Time Is Now

Hundreds Of Thousands Dying In Sudan, Where Is The Reaction?

By Jenna Zakany

Jerry Fowler, Staff Director of the Committee on Conscience at the United States Holocaust Memorial Museum, recently came to Lynn as a Scholar in Residence.

On Tuesday he spoke about the role of Holocaust remembrance in combating contemporary genocide, and he recently spoke with the iPulse on this topic.

Fowler believes that by remembering what happened during the Holocaust, and then applying it to current and contemporary acts of genocide, it can give people a sense of moral choice.

He stated during his lecture on Tuesday that, "In the space between we can happen and what will happen is where we are."

Human choice is what makes a difference. Fowler believes that what happened once can happen again, but it doesn't have to happen again.

During the Holocaust, approximately six million Jews were killed by the Nazi regime and its collaborators.

Bystanders are those who witnessed the event and did nothing.

Have we made any progress since the Holocaust? We say "Never again!" when we think of situations like the Holocaust and the genocide in Rwanda, but is that phrase a reality?

Fowler believes that while we still have a long way to go, we are currently "failing less."

And what of the genocide that is occurring now, in our lifetime? How can a country like Sudan where genocide has "historically and systematically devasted the existence of groups that are ethnically, culturally, and 'racially,' different than the elite group that holds power" not have been noticed and stop?

The largest numerical group of individuals during the Holocaust was bystanders.

Over 1.5 million people have been driven from their homes, and approximately 400,000 people have been murdered over the last two years, and the situation is not ceasing.

What can be done, both globally and individually, to stop the genocide in Sudan?

Greater and more urgent steps need to be taken on a global level with governments such as the United States and those governments represented in the United Nations.

Eliminating the problem in Sudan needs to have a higher US priority, which will lead to an increased global priority, Fowler explains.

On a more personal level, citizens who are concerned should start pressuring media outlets for increased coverage.

"Citizens can influence what media covers," Fowler states. The coverage of genocide will increase if there is a demand.

How you can help:
- Put pressure on the media and government.
- Start community efforts. Begin with small groups and expand to greater/larger groups.
- Students play an important role. Begin a delegation on campus, or contact local religious or educational institutions.

Get involved:
Visit activist web sites and contact local human rights groups to get involved.

Here are some helpful web sites:

www.ushmm.org/conscience

BeAWitness.org

As Jerry Fowler ended his lecture Tuesday evening, as will this article end.

With what you now know, how will you respond? What will you do?
Things I Can't Live Without
Reported by Jenna Ulbrich

Merissa Bernstein
Robert Sandler

“A cell phone.”
“Health.”

“My iPod.”
“Family.”

“A book.”
“Friends.”

Check Us Out On The Web At:
www.lynnuniversity.net/pulse

Tennis Takes Over
Both Teams Victorious
By Jessica Wright

Men’s Tennis

The men’s tennis squad defeated Palm Beach Atlantic with a shout out to claim their first victory of the 2006 season.

In doubles play, Jan Macko and Lorenzo Cava earned an 8-3 victory, while the No. 2 tandem of Dennis Verdura and Regnier Azevedo’s match was too close for comfort with an 8-6.

In the third spot, Dennis Riegief and Julian Carnezas won with an 8-2 victory.

Lorenzo Cava, Brock Newton, Riegief, Jan Macko, Regnier Azevedo, and Tom Whitaker were all victorious in singles play.

Women’s Tennis

Disenchanted by Valentine’s Day?
We may not be able to provide you with a dream date, but we can provide a way to lift your (and your friends’) spirits.

Next Monday and Tuesday, the Honors Colloquium will be selling Hershey Hugs and Kisses outside the cafeteria.

All proceeds go to charity.
February 13th and 14th, 11:00 am-1:00 pm
Sponsored by the Honors Colloquium

Drivers Wanted
Flowers in an Hour
For The One Who Loves You
Walk to us, or call us for a free estimate.
Call: 561-994-9500
Email: serrin@lynn.edu

The Hug and Kiss Fundraiser

Women’s Basketball

Panthers Attacked
Teams Played Fl. Tech
By Chad Beattie

Men’s Basketball

The women’s basketball team stumbled out of the gates and never recovered, falling 60-39 to Florida Tech Wednesday.

Florida Tech opened the game with a 12-1 run and never looked back.

Lynn cut its deficit to single digits at the start of the second half with two quick jump shots by Megan Osmer.

Lynn returns to action Saturday, February 11 at 5:30 pm when it hosts Rollins College.

Men’s basketball team overpowered Florida Tech by the score of 88-53 Wednesday night, getting head coach Scott McMillin his 100th career victory.

Sheldon Edwards led the Knights with 18 points in only 20 minutes of play while James Cage and Marcus Hayes combined for 26 points.

The men jumped out to a 15-4 lead just minutes into the game courtesy of eight points by Evan Coln and four points by Hayes. Edwards commanded the ball from there, scoring 10 points.

Lynn returns to action Saturday at 7:30 pm when it hosts Rollins College.

Girls & Sports

A Comic By Justin Bonus and Andrew Feinstein

Girls & Sports

A Comic By Justin Bonus and Andrew Feinstein
Calendar
On Campus

Jazzercise
When: 12:15 - 1:15 pm
Where: 3rd Floor, Aerobics Room, Lynn Residence Hall

Karate/ Self Defense
When: 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Where: 3rd Floor, Aerobics Room, Lynn Residence Hall

Intramural Volleyball
When: 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Where: Sand Volleyball Court

Career Workshop
When: 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Where: Hannah's Center
What: Resume/Cover Letters

Hug & Kiss Fundraiser
When: 11:00 am - 1:00 pm
Where: Cafeteria Lobby
What: Hershey's Kisses Gift Packs and Custom Roses
Bonus: Proceeds go to charity

The Legacy of Coretta Scott King: 1927-2006
A Life of Love, Compassion, and Understanding
By Tudueso Tehape

Question of the Day
Who are you spending your Valentine's Day with?

"Unfortunately I have to spend it with my friend at work."
- Phillip Prada, Junior

"Elyssia agreed to be my Valentine today."
- Alfredo Mortensen, Freshman

"My girlfriend's going to take me out dinner. It's also her birthday, so it will be extra special."
- Torsten Koch, Sophomore

"I think I'll spend it with a box of chocolates."
- Alex Schunk, Sophomore

"I'm a Resident Assistant, so I will be on duty."
- Hailey MacNeill, Junior

"Dinner at Gotham City, then some slow music and a walk on the beach with this girl I like."
- Josh Garson, Junior

The Hug and Kiss Fundraiser

Disenchanted by Valentine's Day?
We may not be able to provide you with a dream date, but we can provide a way to lift your (and your friends') spirits.

This Monday and Tuesday, the Honors Colloquium will be selling Hershey Hugs and Kisses outside the cafeteria.

All proceeds go to charity.
February 13th and 14th
11:00 am - 1:00 pm
Sponsored by the Honors Colloquium

Fashion Files
The Look for Less
By Jade Berer

Manolo Blahnik is, without question, categorized as one of the finest (and most expensive) designer shoes in the world.

The shoes are made with quality and sex appeal, and grace the most stylish women. Sex and the City's Carrie Bradshaw owns dozens of these shoes.

Manolo Blahnik shoes typically cost between $600 and $3500.

So where do you go to find shoes that are both sexy and stylish without costing you a month's rent?

Steve Madden offers both modern and chic models at only a fraction of the price.

Manolo Blahnik, $595.
Steve Madden, $70.

The shoes of choice for Carrie Bradshaw.

Manolo Blahnik, $2,200.
Steve Madden, $99.

Locally, Steve Madden shoes can be found at the Boca Town Center mall.

Editor: Jen Zakari, Sports Editor: Stephanie Baker, Managing Editor: Wko: Michael Jacobs, Staff: Jade Berer, Brittany Bilowzew, Crystal Berdine, Jessica Clemente, Britt Davis, Tim Devins, Kaitlyn Hughes, David Hunter, Jan Nahuma, Elizabeth Masson, Ashley Roberts, Brett Samuel, Morgan Etienne, Elyssa Tushaus, Nevada Uebel, Nicole Walsh. Faculty Advisor: Myles Ludwig.
Academic Honors

Named ESPN All-District
By Chad Beattie

Jackie Codiga was named to the ESPN The Magazine All-District III First Team.

Codiga becomes the second player in program history to earn Academic All-District honors. She holds a 3.93 GPA and is majoring in psychology.

"Being a student-athlete is a challenge in regards to managing time and energy and it's nice to be recognized for those efforts," said Codiga. *

Baseball Team Battered

Knights Fall 13-4 to Tampa
By Chad Beattie

The men's baseball team upset Tampa 7-6 on Friday.

Jimmy Bacon drove in three runs, Tommy Tickenoff drove in two, and Craig Sheets converted his second save.

In the second game the Knights fell 13-4 to the Spartans.

Nicolas Boisvert and Harrison Lam each hit their second home run of the season but it wasn't enough for the men, who fell to 3-2 overall.*

** Softball Sweeps Up

Knights Beat St. Thomas
By Jessica Wright

The women's softball team swept St. Thomas University with the scores of 5-1 and 6-1 on Friday.

Candace VanderVeen stepped up big in game one, while Ashley Byrd, hit her first homerun of the season.

Khristy Salorio pitched 7.0 innings striking out two, walked two, and allowed just two hits.

In game two Lynn was a bit sluggish as they let Saint Thomas take a 0-1 lead, but they battled back with a huge fourth inning, scoring five runs to put them back on top.

Rachel Foster hit her first collegiate grand-slam home run to left-center field giving the Knights a 5-1 lead.

Kelly Deiber pitched 7.0 innings striking out two batters, walked four and allowed nine hits, leading Lynn to a 6-1 victory.

The women return to play March 3 as they take on Florida Southern.*

Women's Basketball

A last second shot by Marcus Hayes clanked off the rim for Lynn's 72-60 victory.

Hayes led all scorers with 23 points while Megan Osmer notched her 16th double-double of the season.

The Knights had two chances to win the game in the final 30 seconds, but never came through.

The men return to action on Wednesday, February 15 at 5:30 when they host Florida Southern.

** Tennis Teams Triumph

Men's Tennis
By Chad Beattie

The men's tennis team handed Webber International a 9-0 defeat on Sunday afternoon, winning their second consecutive match.

Newcomers Lorenzo Cava and Julian Carusoon won both of their doubles and singles matches to help secure the Knights victory.

Lynn, ranked sixth in the nation, improves to 2-1 on the season.

The men return to action on Friday, Feb. 17 at 2:00 pm when they host Florida Southern.

Women's Tennis

The women's tennis team handed Florida Southern a 9-0 defeat on a cold Sunday afternoon.

Gadivaile Norkute came from a set down to win at the no. 1 singles position while Dragana Ilie extended her personal winning streak to 29 consecutive matches.

The fifth-ranked Knights improve to 3-0 overall and 1-0 in the Sunshine State Conference.

The women returns to action Saturday, Feb. 18 when it travels to Rollins College.*
Calendar
On Campus

NBS Meeting
When: 12:00 pm
Where: Library Studio

STAR Meeting
When: 5:00 pm
Where: SS Conference Room

Women's Basketball
When: 5:30 pm
Where: Gym
Who: Florida Southern

Career Workshop
When: 6:00 pm - 8:00 pm
Where: Hannafin Center
What: Finessing the Business Meal
Cost: $10 registration
Why: Learn to overcome anxiety about business meals, silverware savvy, dining skills, using manners flawlessly and easily.

Men's Basketball
When: 7:00 pm
Where: Gym
Who: Florida Southern

Newman Club Meeting
When: 7:30 pm
Where: Chapel

Questions or Comments?
E-mail the iPulse at ipulse@lynnuniversity.net

Student In The Spotlight
Carolina Suarez, Lynn University Sophomore
By Tudaduo Tabope

Carolina Suarez is a 20-year-old sophomore who is studying International Communications here at Lynn.

Suarez is from Mexico, but has lived in the United States for nearly five years.

Suarez has a passion for art. She says, “In any moment that I can, I’m always drawing something.”

Her favored form of self-expression is the art of sculpture. Other hobbies of Suarez are horseback riding, and painting.

Suarez states that the proudest moment in her life is her mother’s survival of breast cancer.

This moment affected her life in a tremendous way, and Suarez says that she is now trying to live life differently.

“I’m trying to be more relaxed and live for the moment,” states Suarez.

Over the winter break, Suarez was able to go back to Mexico and visit with her mother.

Suarez’ goals for 2006 are to “get good grades, go backpacking around Europe for the summer, move to Spain, and buy a Vespa.”

For those with a little extra cash and a lot of extra time on their hands, this gadget is worth checking out.

The Radica 20Q ball is a small, computerized toy that guesses what object the user is thinking of in twenty questions or less.

“I know what you are thinking...” It ushers as users try to stump this seemingly magic 20Q ball.

Here’s how it works: The user thinks of an object, and then the ball goes to work, asking twenty “yes or no” questions. The user can answer “yes,” “no,” “sometimes,” or “unknown.”

Nine times out of ten, the ball guesses the correct answer.

The Radica 20Q ball is a great x-s-m-p-l-e of how far computerized artificial intelligence has come along.

Ben, an astrophysicist from Harvard, thought that he could stump the ball by selecting “outer space” as his object. The ball wowed him when it got the correct answer, especially since one of the questions the ball asked was, “Does it weight more than a duck?”

Anyone thinking that this computerized ball must surely have voice recognition software is incorrect. The ball simply knows all the right questions to ask!

While this ball may not make your life any easier, it will surely provide entertainment, a way to pass the time, and something to impress friends with.

The Radica 20Q ball is available at major toy retailers and Walgreens for $15.+

The Body Shop’s Hair Slick For Men is a gel-based mousse that uses a combination of vitamins A and B with Sesame oil to hold and condition hair and is available for $8.00.+

Questions or Comments?
E-mail the iPulse at ipulse@lynnuniversity.net
If you have a club or organization and would like your meetings and events to be announced in the iPulse, please e-mail ipulse@lynnuniversity.net.

Men’s Golf Takes Second Place
The Hunt For The Matlock Classic Title
By Chad Beattie

A 14-stroke improvement from the first to second round has Lynn University men’s golf team in second place and in the hunt for the Matlock Classic title.

Keir McNicoll and Gavin Dear are in the top-six as the Fighting Knights head into the final day only 10-strokes behind the leader on the 7,065-yard par 72 course.

McNicoll had a nine-stroke improvement in the second round to shoot a season-low 69. His two round 147 puts him six strokes behind the individual leader.

The Fighting Knights found their stroke on the next 18 holes though, firing the third lowest team round, 292, to jump six spots.

Boisvert attended Horizon Josnesse High School and then moved on to play for Roger Ward at Northeastern Oklahoma. His freshman year he was selected as Second Team All-Region.

His sophomore year at Northwestern Oklahoma he batted .327 with a team leading 70 RBI and six home runs, 63 runs scored, 17 stolen bases and a .438 on-base percentage.

Boisvert was again named Second Team All-Region and was selected to the Regional All-Tournament First Team.
Calendar
On Campus

Multi-Cultural Day
When: 11:00 am
Where: Lynn grounds
What: Celebration of cultures
Who: 1,000 por people to perform

Jazzercise
When: 12:15 - 1:15 pm
Where: 3rd Floor, Aerobics Room, Lynn Residence Hall

Debate Club Meeting
When: 12:30 pm
Where: Library Room 306

Live at Lynn
When: 1:00 pm
Where: AG Concert Hall
Who: Donna McKechnie
What: A Spotlight On Event

Karate/Self Defense
When: 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Where: 3rd Floor, Aerobics Room, Lynn Residence Hall

Intramural Volleyball
When: 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Where: Sand Volleyball Court

International Affairs Meeting
When: 6:00 pm
Where: EML 5th Floor

Popular Piano Concert
When: 7:30 pm
Where: AG Concert Hall
What: Piano Students of the Studio of Roberta Rust

Rudy Currence Performance
When: 8:00 pm
Who: Soulful singer/songwriter

Spotlight On
Broadway Star At Lynn

Tony Award-winning star of Broadway’s “A Chorus Line” Donna McKechnie will be appearing at Lynn tomorrow in Spotlight On, an event patterned after Bravo’s “Inside the Actors Studio.”

McKechnie has starred in several Broadway performances, has received awards for her performances and for dancing, and guest starred in several musical specials and dramatic series.*

The Late James Langston Hughes: 1902-1967
Renaissance Man And Celebrated Literary Artist
By Tradescio Telape

James Langston Hughes is remembered as Black history Month as one of America’s great Renaissance men.

Hughes wrote novels, short stories, poems and plays. His artistic works were extremely important in the Harlem Renaissance of the 1920’s, and his literary works of art continue to be equally as important today in the 21st century.

Langston Hughes was born on February 1, 1902 in Joplin, Missouri. His parents were divorced when he was young, so his grandmother raised him until he was thirteen and moved to Lincoln, Illinois.

It was while living in Illinois that Hughes started writing poetry. In his writing, Hughes wrote about the people and places that he knew; he was a well-traveled man, having been as far as Africa and Europe in his youth.

He gained inspiration from the “low-down folks,” the poor people who had a strong sense of emotion and pride.

Hughes had a strong sense of racial pride, and in his works he celebrated African American culture, humor, and spirituality. He promoted equality and condemned racism and injustice.

The literary works of Langston Hughes had a great influence on the African American artistic movement of the 1930’s that celebrated black life and culture.

Famous writings by Langston Hughes include the poem “The Negro Speaks of Rivers,” the play Mule Bone and award winning novel Not Without Laughter, among many others.

These works have inspired people yesterday, they inspire people today, and they will, hopefully, continue to inspire people in the future.*

CD Review
Mary J Blige
By Jade Berez

“The Breakthrough” is the newest release from Mary J. Blige. This album discloses a more secure and positive “hip-hop soul queen.”

This diva proves she deserves her title, blending a powerful combination of soul and hip-hop throughout the entire CD.

The album shows that Blige is at a more contended point in her life, with such tracks as “I Found My Everything,” and the powerfully affectionate “Be Without You.”

“The Breakthrough” includes collaborations with U2 superstar Bono, and brilliant jazz singer Nina Simone. Jay-Z and Will I Am from the Black Eyed Peas also appear on “The Breakthrough.”

The track “Can’t Hide From Love” featuring Jay-Z is a calming look at just how far this diva has come since her early projects in the 1990s.*

Jade’s Rating: *** (3/5 stars)

Campus Views
By Ashley Roberts

View something in a different way today: Statue on Campus.

Take a close look at our Campus Views photo taken between the library and ASSAF.*
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Campus Trends

What's Hot: The Nightlife
By Kaitlyn Hughes

The nightlife is what the students at Lynn crave, and the party lasts all night long.

The effects of the long nights are seen on the faces and in the mannerisms students every day.

The entertainment and activities derived from South Florida's after hours are a trend that many students at Lynn are basking in their entire social outings on.

Students at Lynn have overtaken the clubs that are the heart and soul of Miami and South Florida culture. At clubs such as Mansion, Amika, and Club Space, the students of Lynn happily crowd the dance floor.

In Fort Lauderdale, students can't get enough of Club Revolution.

Revolution features the hottest concerts and the music that makes this generation spring on the nightlife.

In South Florida, the music and dancing never ends, and the students at Lynn love to spend their nights out partying and listening to the hottest bands, hip hop, and techno around.

The softball team will take on Palm Beach Atlantic Saturday.

Last season the Knights played in two games, ending results were a split. The Knights now look to extend their All-Time series results with the Sailfish, which is currently 12-2, while also keeping their winning streak going.

The Blue and White look to be strong contenders this season, led by junior shagger Christina Rolla and sophomore pitcher Rachel Foster. Foster was the No. 1 pitcher in both games against the Sailfish last season.

Go to Lynn Online for info.*

Men Finish Third

Men's Golf In MC Classic
By Sara Quatrocky

The men's golf team placed fourth individuals in the top-10 at the Matlock Collegiate Classic Tuesday, finishing third of 15.

Senior Hoyt McCarty paced the Knights with a seventh place finish, while Gavin Dear ended in the ninth place spot tied with senior Keir McNicoll and Greg Gonzalez.

Senior Sebastian Salem rounded out the Blue and White, finishing in tie for 60th place.

The Knights will return to the links on March 5-7 at the Buc- caser Invitational hosted by SSC rival Barry University.*

Softball Streaks On

PBA Next Victim For Ladies
By Jessica Wright

Florida Southern has won only once in seven games since defeating Lynn 67-64 at Jenkins Field House. The Mocs are 15-4 all-time against the Fighting Knights and have not lost to Lynn since Feb. 2, 2002.

"Right now this team is trying to get better and better before we hit the conference tournament," said DeCosta, who has defeated every team in the SSC except for Florida Southern.

"We're taking the rest of this season game-by-game so we can go into the tournament on a high note and hopefully do some damage."

Women Work Hard

Team Trying To End Streak
By Chad Beattie

Under head coach Pam DeCosta, the women's basketball team has ended losing streaks to Rollins College, Tampa and Florida Tech.

"Right now this team is trying to get better and better before we hit the conference tournament," said DeCosta, who has defeated every team in the SSC except for Florida Southern.

"We're taking the rest of this season game-by-game so we can go into the tournament on a high note and hopefully do some damage."

Eager In The End

Men's Basketball Struggles
By Sara Quatrocky

Eager in first place in the Sunshine State Conference after a 68-66 heartbreaking loss to Rollins this past Saturday night, the Lynn men's basketball team is eager to get back on the court and fight their way back on top.

The men hosted Florida Southern on Wednesday night in their final home game of the season with Senior Night festivities before tip-off.

"We know that we now have to come out and prove that we want to be back on top," said senior Sheldon Edwards.

Lynn will battle Florida Southern in the 23rd all-time meeting between the two schools as the Knights will look to improve on their 6-15 all-time record against the Mocs.

The Knights carry the No.1 scoring offense into the SSC match.

On Saturday Lynn will travel to Saint Leo for a tangle with the Lions.*

Girls & Sports

A Comic By Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein
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Calendar
On Campus

Friday
Men's Tennis
When: 2:00 pm
Where: Tennis courts
Who: Florida Southern
What: SSC Conference Match

Bacchanal
When: 7:30 pm
Where: Cafeteria Patio
What: Food, Music, Fun
Who: Caribbean Club sponsoring

Saturday
Softball
When: 1:00 pm
Where: Softball field
Who: Palm Beach Atlantic

Gypsy In My Soul
When: 8:00 pm
What: Theatrical Performance
Who: Donna McKechnie
Cost: $20 for students
Visit: lynn.edu/liveatlynn

In Theaters
Today's Hot Premieres

Things I Can't Live Without
Reported By Jenna Ulbrich

Fashion Files
The Look For Less
By Jade Berez

Gotta Have Great Gadgets
By Brett Samuels
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In Theaters
Today's Hot Premieres

Students walk by, sit on, and look at the library fountain every day. Most remember that it overflowing two weeks ago, and some may even recall that it bubbled up soap last semester for two days. But how many have actually studied the beauty of the constantly flowing water? Take a look at today's view.*

Campus Views: Today's View
By Ashley Roberts

Things I Can't Live Without
Reported By Jenna Ulbrich

Fashion Files
The Look For Less
By Jade Berez

Gotta Have Great Gadgets
By Brett Samuels

It is known that every now and again the lines between form and function can become blurred. But now the lines between gadgetry and footwear are becoming just as hazy with Adidas' introduction of its new "super shoe," the Adidas 1.1.

This shoe is a breakthrough in footwear technology. Adidas has utilized computer micro-processors that are linked up to a small motor to constantly adjust the shoes' cushioning and response to the pavement as the wearer is walking or running.

Gotta Have Great Gadgets
By Brett Samuels

Chloe Silverado Python leather bag is the trend this winter all across the world.

The Chloe Silverado Python leather bag is the trend this winter all across the world.

This sophisticated bag can be worn with casual wear, formal wear, and everything in between.

Women in the United States are on waiting lists just to get their hands on one of these hot designer bags.

With a pair of jeans or with a dress, the Silverado bag is an amazing accessory that can complement any woman's wardrobe.

So what can the women do who want this trendy bag now, and for a price much more affordable?

Kookai, among other retailers and designers, offers similar bags for a much lower price.

This winter season, don't be put on any waiting list for the new "It" bag. Go out and get the Kookai bag, or other great discount handbags. The look is hot, but waiting is not.

Kookai, among other retailers and designers, offers similar bags for a much lower price.

Locally, the Adidas 1.1 Intelligent can be purchased at the Nordstrom's at the Boca Town Center mall for $250. The shoes are also available online at ebay for anywhere between $200 and $300.*

Check Us Out On The Web At: www.lynneuniversity.com
CD Review
Natasha Bedingfield
By Jade Berez

Natasha Bedingfield is a smash in Europe, and now she is expanding her success to the US.

Her new CD "Unwritten" shows the talent, trials, and tribulations of a young woman struggling through relationships, love, and life.

The album features a combination of glam rock and funk. Bedingfield's voice fits many different styles, and overall the album has solid singles and several good ballads.

Jade's Rating: **** (4/5)

Campus Trends
What's Hot: The Nightlife
By Kaitlyn Hughes

When living in South Florida, it's hard to ignore the toned "beach bodies" in basically any venture outdoors (or in).

Students in colleges all across the country are faced with the "ideal body," and the struggle to achieve it. Lynn students are no different.

"Diet talk" is the craze in girls' gossip sessions, and talk about weight lifting and staying in shape can be found in the conversations between male students on campus.

The fear of gaining the "Freshman 15" is on most minds, and diet myths and fads are all around the school.

It is important not to get carried away with this "beach body" trend. Lynn offers many ways to stay healthy without overworking or starving oneself.

Various dining options at Christine's and the cafeteria are "health food friendly," and the newly renovated gym offers a way to stay in shape.

Tennis Team Tested
First Road Block For Women
By Chad Beattie

Starting the season 3-0 for the 13th consecutive year, the fourth ranked Lynn women's tennis team faces its first road block when it travels to Winter Park tomorrow to play Rollins.

The Knights will be looking for their 20th straight victory against the Tars, but will have to do without Victoria Weltz.

Dragana Ilic can also extend her individual winning streak to 30 matches.

The Knights need Gedvile Norkute to have another solid performance at the no.1 singles position due to Weltz's injury. Norkute came from a set down to defeat Meri Goli of Florida Southern 6-1, 6-1, 10-3 and help her team to a 9-0 sweep.

Knights Mock Mocs
Loosing Shock Over
By Chad Beattie

A reversal of fortune befall the women's basketball team as the Knights snapped a six game losing streak to defeat Florida Southern 67-55 on Wednesday night.

Four Knights scored in double-figures, Megan Ousner became the sixth player in program history with at least 500 rebounds.

LU returns to action Saturday when the girls travel to play Saint Leo at 5:30 pm.

Conference Action
Men's Tennis Battles Today
By Chad Beattie

The sixth ranked men's tennis team opens up its Sunshine State Conference season when it hosts Florida Southern today at 2:00 pm.

The men looks to open the SSC season with a victory for the second consecutive year. They are 2-1 overall.

"Florida Southern is a good team that is always competitive," said head coach Mike Perez.

The fear of gaining the "Freshman 15" is on most minds, and diet myths and fads are all around the school.

It is important not to get carried away with this "beach body" trend. Lynn offers many ways to stay healthy without overworking or starving oneself.

Various dining options at Christine's and the cafeteria are "health food friendly," and the newly renovated gym offers a way to stay in shape.
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Psst! Jose Lambiet To Speak
When: 11:30 am
Where: Green Center
What: The Palm Beach Post’s gossip columnist dishes on South Florida society gossip in this luncheon

Yoga
When: 12:15 pm - 1:15 pm
Where: Aerobics Room, 3rd Floor, EM Lynn

Career Workshop
When: 1:00 pm - 2:00 pm
Where: Hannifan Center
What: Dress for Success

Corporate Lecture Series
When: 6:00 pm
Where: de Hoemle Lecture Hall
Who: Investment LTD, a real estate development firm

LEADS Leadership Development Series
When: 7:00 pm
Where: Room TBA
What: Diversity
Contact: jherzog@lynn.edu

Chopin Birthday Concert
When: 7:30 pm
Where: AG Concert Hall
Who: Philip Evans
Cost: $25

Question of the Day
What was your favorite TV show growing up?

"Saved by the Bell, because I was in love with Zack." -Katie Schmidt, Junior

"I Dream of Jeanie and Bewitched." -Jennifer Modla, Senior

"Saved by the Bell." -Jessica Bejar, Sophomore

"I watched The Fresh Prince of Bel-Air." -Fernando Veluzuela, Junior

"Miami Vice." -John Christovassilis
Reported By Brittany Biskowsky

"The Simpsons." -Andrew Hodges, Senior

Multicultural Day Celebrated at Lynn University
A Celebration Of The Many Cultures And Countries On Campus
By Ashley Roberts and Tuduato Tebape

Students and faculty came together as Lynn celebrated its second annual Multicultural Day last Thursday.

Multicultural Day is a day dedicated to the celebration of the different cultures represented on campus. Currently at Lynn there are students from over 50 countries, and this day was a chance to learn more about these cultures.

Students used information, maps, artifacts, national dress, and instruments of their countries and cultures to inform other students about their home countries.

Latin Grammy-nominated band Locos Por Juana performed, and the school's catering service prepared meals of the Caribbean, South Africa, and more.

Multicultural Day was a success this year, and will hopefully continue to be a success in years to come.

Students shared their thoughts about this event:

"I think it is lovely! It's great to see people coming together and celebrating their culture." -Kevin Sloss, USA

"Multiculturalism defines our existence!" -Haimy Abebe, Ethiopia

"We are very proud to fully represent our continent, Africa." -Bernard Condomi, Democratic Republic of Congo

"Great cultures, colors, food, and fun. Just great!" -David, Nigeria

"It is a magnificent world and today it showed." -Wilson, Nigeria

For more information about Multicultural Day, visit my.lynn.edu. For more information on Locos Por Juana, visit www.locosporjuana.net.

Student Profile
Aspiring Aaron Appel
By David Hunter

Aaron Appel is a freshman from Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Appel is a Communications major who is specializing in Broadcasting.

Appel is aspiring to become a news anchor, sports broadcaster, or a radio disc jockey. He would like to end up working in his hometown of Philadelphia.

During his free time, Appel enjoys spending the nights out on the town, going to karaoke bars, and going to sports games.

Appel is enjoying his days here at Lynn, and is "having a ball."
Internship Orientation

Mandatory Sessions

Two internship orientation sessions are coming up in the next few weeks.

Internship orientation sessions are mandatory for all students taking internships in the summer or fall semesters of 2006.

The internship orientation sessions will take place:

- Wednesday, March 1 at noon
- Wednesday, April 5 at noon

Both sessions will take place in the De Hoeme Lecture Hall in the Green Center.

Students are only required to attend one session.

At the session, students will learn everything they need to know for a successful internship, including:

- Securing the internship site
- The paperwork processes and required approvals
- Registering for the course
- The academic course requirements
- The work hours required for academic credits

Students who are taking internships need to mark these two dates on their calendars.

Tennis Team Triumphs

Knights Win 6-3
By Sara Quattrocy

The men's tennis team opened up the SSC season with a 6-3 victory against Florida Southern.

Jan Macko helped secure the victory by winning at the no. 4 singles position while Dennis Rieggraf remained perfect in both singles and doubles play.

Macko and partner Lorenzo Cava made quick work at the no. 1 doubles position winning 8-1.

Rieggraf and Julien Cavaux made quick work at the no. 1 doubles position winning 8-1.

Retgraf and Julien Carusazza made quick work at the no. 1 doubles position winning 8-1.

Florida Tech's bats were held to only three hits and three runs.

The women put up one last effort and scored two more runs in the bottom of the sixth, they came from Heather Tucker and Rachel Foster, but it was not enough, the Knights lost to Florida Tech 4-2 and 7-6.

The women put up one last effort and scored two more runs in the bottom of the sixth, they came from Heather Tucker and Rachel Foster, but it was not enough, the Knights lost to Florida Tech 4-2 and 7-6.

Softball Drops Two

Streak Stopped By R. Tech
By Jessica Wright

After two great wins on Saturday the women picked up two losses against Florida Tech, with the scores of 4-2 and 7-6.

Things were quiet at the beginning of today's doubleheader; neither team could seem to get a runner past second base.

Heather Tucker came through for the Knights, with a solo shot to left field put them on the scoreboard.

Florida Tech's bats were held to only three hits and three runs.

The women put up one last effort and scored two more runs in the bottom of the sixth, they came from Heather Tucker and Rachel Foster, but it was not enough, the Knights lost to Florida Tech 4-2 and 7-6.

The women put up one last effort and scored two more runs in the bottom of the sixth, they came from Heather Tucker and Rachel Foster, but it was not enough, the Knights lost to Florida Tech 4-2 and 7-6.

Knights Defeat Pioneers

Baseball Team Wins 43
By Chad Beattie

A bases-loaded walk to Felix Martinez in the top of the ninth inning gave the men's baseball team a 4-3 victory over Tusculum College Sunday afternoon.

Lorrie Patterson, Nick Brown, Bobby Nunn and Craig Sheets held the Pioneers to only three hits while the Blue and White went 5-for-13 with two RBI and two runs scored.

With the score tied 3-3 in the top of the ninth, Nicolas Boisvert started with a single to left center field. Nicolas Bleau followed with a single to right.

A two-out walk by Harrison Lam loaded the bases, giving Martinez the chance to be the hero.

Patterson pitched his best game of the season, allowing three hits and three runs.

Brown continued his stellar play on the mound, allowing no runs and one hit in two innings of duty.

Lynn moves to 6-2 overall, tying for the second best eight-game start in program.

Girls & Sports

A Comic By Justin Bower and Andrew Feinstein

Girls & Sports
Calendar
On Campus
Career Workshop
When: 10:00 am - 11:00 am
Where: Hannifan Center
What: Job Search Skills

Judy Woodruff Exclusive
University Lecture
When: 10:00 am
Where: Anamack-Goldstein Concert Hall
Who: For all university students and staff

Divvy Series Lecture
When: 12:00 pm
Where: Green Center
Who: Judy Woodruff
What: Lecture by award-winning broadcast journalist
Cost: $50 (includes lunch)

Jazzercise
When: 12:15 - 1:15 pm
Where: 3rd Floor, Aerobics Room, Lynn Residence Hall

Karate/Self Defense
When: 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Where: 3rd Floor, Aerobics Room, Lynn Residence Hall

Intramural Volleyball
When: 4:00 pm - 5:00 pm
Where: Sand Volleyball Court

Magician Jason Bishop
When: 7:00 pm
Where: Cafeteria Stage
Visit: thejeasontbishopshow.com

Top Tunes
Most Played mp3's

1 “You're Beautiful”
   James Blunt
2 “Temperature”
   Senna Paul
3 “Unwritten”
   Natasha Bedingfield
4 “I'm N Luv (W/ta Striper)”
   T-Pain & Mike Jones
5 “Check It”
   Beyoncé & Slim Thug
6 “Everytime We Touch”
   Cascada
7 “That’s That”
   Eminem
8 “Stupid Girls”
   Pink
9 “Grillz”
   Nelly w/ Paul Wall, Ali & Gipp
10 “Dirty Little Secret”
   The All-American Rejects

Vidflix: New DVD Releases
Hot Movies Out This Week

Rent (PG-13)
Starring: Idina Menzel, Anthony Rapp, Taye Diggs
Director: Chris Columbus

North Country (R)
Starring: Charlize Theron, Siya Spacek, Frances McDormand
Directors: N. Caro, C. Morgen

The Weather Man (R)
Starring: Nicholas Cage, Hope Davis, Michael Caine
Director: G. Verbinski, P. Roemarich

Domino (R)
Starring: Keira Knightley, Mickey Rourke, Edar Ramirez
Director: Tony Scott

Gotta Have
Great Gadgets
By Brett Samuels

Ian’s Game Pick
Kingdom Hearts
By Ian Nahama

An unlikely pair leads to a wonderful result. Disney and Square have joined together to make Kingdom Hearts, a charming and enchanting story told through third-person action RPG.

The crazy for Motorola’s RAZR phone is in full-swing, and everyone seems to have one. Now Motorola has come out with the new “hot phone.”

For something different and original, check out Motorola’s new PEBL V6. It’s a flip phone that is as smooth as the RAZR is sharp. Consumers who have T-Mobile or a SIM card can use this hot new phone.

The PEBL has no sharp edges, and looks similar to a black river when it is closed. With a simple touch, the PEBL can smoothly flip itself open to reveal its laser-cut keypad and full-color screen.

Features of the Motorola PEBL include Motospeak, a voice recognition software that allows users to command nearly every operation of the phone with voice, a digital still shot camera and a video camera that shoots in mp3g format, and the venerable Bluetooth technology to provide for easier and safer driving.

The PEBL is currently available at T-Mobile and online cell phone retailers.

The staircase in the library is part of many students’ daily journeys, and for others, it is used perhaps once or twice a year around research and examination time.

The staircase has a unique beauty in its skylight that sheds light throughout the building. Next time, when traveling up the staircase, glance upwards and see this new view.

The staircase in the library is part of many students' daily journeys, and for others, it is used perhaps once or twice a year around research and examination time.

The staircase has a unique beauty in its skylight that sheds light throughout the building. Next time, when traveling up the staircase, glance upwards and see this new view.

The voices of well-known characters are dead-on, and throughout the game dozens of familiar Disney and Square characters make cameos.

The music meshes perfectly with the game and gives a new take on Disney classics. There are over 40 hours of game play.

The one and only flaw I found is that the camera is a little off set and confusing at times.

At first glance, this game seems targeted towards youngsters, but that isn’t the case. It's a game for anyone who likes an adventure with an engaging cast. Overall this game has a great lasting effect and can be found anywhere games are sold for less than $20.

Fans of the game have a reason to rejoice, with Kingdom Hearts 2 coming out in March.

Ian’s Rating: ⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐(5/5)
Fashion Files: What's Hot
Women's Style: Prep, Flops, & Jewels
By Brit Davis

Flip Flops
With Lynn's preppy reputation, the Ralph Lauren Oxford shirt fits in beautifully.

What's hot: Reef. The Reef flip flop is the comfort shoe of choice for girls and their styles, and typically Yurman's elegant jewelry.

Reefs come in a variety of colors and styles, and typically Yurman's elegant jewelry.

These flip flops can be dressed up or dressed down, and can be worn around the pool or out on the town.

What's hot: Ralph Lauren.

Oxford Shirts
Jewelry
David Yurman
What's Hot: David Yurman. The girls at Lynn love David Yurman's elegant jewelry.

What's hot: L.uxury Jewelry.

When the girls want to go for a sophisticated, classy look, they turn to David Yurman.

The cost of this fine jewelry ranges from the lower hundreds to the low thousands.

David Yurman jewelry can be purchased in select locations throughout the US, or online at davidyurman.com.*

Questions or Comments?
E-mail at ipulse@lynnuniversity.net

Your letter could be featured in the IPulse!

Check Us Out On The Web At:
www.lynnuniversity.net

Rebecca G. Robbins, MEd
Creative Tutoring Concepts
1027 Grand through College,
FCAT/SAT/Reading/College Apps.
(561) 674-2462
Available in Your Home

---

Knights Roll Over Rollers
Women's Tennis Victories
By Sara Quatrocky

The No. 5 women's tennis team has been rolling since this beginning of the 2006 season with four-straight blistering victories.

The Knights (4-0, 2-0) have also gotten off to a hot start in the Sunshine State Conference with back-to-back victories over Florida Southern and Rollins.

"Obviously all of our matches are important, but his week we should really focus on playing at the next level of intensity," head coach Mike Perez said.

"We have been able to get by our opponents fairly easy so far, but we've faced with some challenges in both Florida Gulf Coast and Eckerd."

Showing herself as the definition of rolling, senior Dagnano Illic has won 30-consecutive singles matches, including four this season.

Playing at the top three singles lineup positions this season, sophomore Gedvile Norkute has been consistent in her Lynn debut for Coach Perez, recording a 4-0 singles record.

Teaming up with sophomores Vici Welz and Katie Kilbanoff-Demeroski in doubles action, Norkute as not allowed a doubles opponent to more that two games in a set all season long.*

Unable To Upend
Women's Basketball Falls 72-59
By Chad Beattie & David Hunter

The women's basketball team played Florida Gulf Coast last night, and I was fortunate enough to be in attendance.

Megan Osmer recorded her seventh double-double of the season and blocked a career-high four shots.

There was alot of excitement in the air. The Knights came in at a struggling 10 and 15 record, while their competition came in at 24 and 1.

Osmer started off the game on fire, scoring the team's first seven points en route to a 7-2 lead.

The Knights built a nine point lead when Cherise George scored on a lay-up and fade-away jump shot.

At halftime, the Knights were up 38 to 35. However, the second half proved tougher than the first for the girls. Both the offense and the defense struggled throughout the quarters.

The ladies built up a six point lead courtesy of an Allegre Armstrong three-pointer but it wasn't enough to beat Florida Gulf Coast.

The shots were not sinking, and the girls were beat up on the boards. The ladies tried to hold on, but the game slipped away in a 72 to 59 loss.*

Knights Nipped In Ninth
Baseball Team Loses 6-5
By Chad Beattie

The men's baseball game against Florida Tech had all the right ingredients for another ninth inning comeback, but the Panthers staved off the Knights to win 6-5 Tuesday afternoon.

Bobby Scott finished the day 2-for-4 with a run scored as Lynn falls to 6-3 overall.

"Today we had some tired bats," said head coach Rudy Garbulosa.

"I think our team was a little weary after playing in Tennessee and immediately traveling here. Now we look forward to coming home for a little while."

Ninth inning standout Craig Sheets started the bottom half of the ninth and immediately got the Panthers to ground out to short.

The Knights opened the game with a 1-0 lead after Boisvert scored courtesy of an error and passed ball.

Matt Baker threw seven innings and allowed six hits, five runs, three earned runs, and struck out two.

Lynn returns to action Saturday at 2 pm when it hosts Mercyhurst College.*

---

Girls & Sports
A Comic By Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein
Calendar
On Campus

Friday
Knights at the Movies
Where: 7:00 pm
Where: Visit the Student Activities Office
When: "Freedomland"

Saturday
Baseball
Where: 2:00 pm
Where: Baseball field
Who: Mercyhurst

Sunday
Women’s Tennis
Where: 11:00 am
Where: Tennis courts
Who: Eckerd
What: SSC Match

The Sound of Vienna Concert
Where: 4:00 pm
Where: Amsinck-Goldstein Concert Hall

Ultimate Bingo
Where: 8:00 pm
Where: California
Bonus: Up to $300 in prizes

Things I Can’t Live Without
Reported By Jenna Ulbrich

Mike Erickson
“My truck.”

Jessica Rauchbach
“My cell phone.”

Gotta Have Great Gadgets
By Brett Samuels

The hectic and crazed 2005 holiday season is over, and now it is finally possible to go out and get Microsoft’s new game system, the XBOX 360.

The new XBOX 360 is the first gaming system of its kind to be released. It is a new generation high-definition system, and Sony and Nintendo are now attempting to keep up with this advanced technology.

The improvements that Microsoft made with this new version of the XBOX are amazing. It has three high-speed processors, and more RAM than most computers.

The system can connect to the Internet wirelessly, allowing players to network and play each other across town, country, or even the globe.

Because the XBOX 360 is a product of Microsoft, it has the capability to interface with computers that use Windows games, which adds a great deal of gamers to the mix.

Even though the XBOX 360 has only been available for four months, there are many games to choose from, and more being released weekly.

Sony’s recent announcement that its PlayStation 3 will be delayed leaves the XBOX 360 as the premium choice for any gamer, and makes it the only high-definition game platform available until the next holiday season.

Currently the XBOX 360 is available at electronics retailers and starts at $579.

In Theaters
Today's Hot Premieres

Student Profile
Andrea Zabriskie: Local Legend
By David Hunter

Andrea Zabriskie is sopho­more from right here in Boca Raton, Florida.

Zabriskie graduated from Zion Lutheran Christian High School in Boca Raton.

Zabriskie is majoring in Mass Communications with a specialization in Broadcasting.

After graduation, Zabriskie hopes to land a job as a local news anchor.

In her free time, Zabriskie goes shopping, tanning, plays pool, and goes to baseball games.

Zabriskie is happy with her university experience here at Lynn, and likes living in her hometown of Boca Raton.

Zabriskie is majoring in Mass Communications with a specialization in Broadcasting.

A Woman President?
Judy Woodruff Speaks
By Jenna Zakany

Broadcast journalist Judy Woodruff spoke yesterday as a part of the university’s Diversity Frontiers in Globalization Luncheon Lecture series. Before she gave her lecture, students had an exclusive opportunity to hear her speak.

Woodruff stated that polls show that America is ready for its first woman president. She spoke about the great deal of achievements women have experienced over the last few decades.

Sixty years ago, Eleanor Roosevelt stated that America was not ready for a woman president. Woodruff stated that women have come a long way since then, but still have a long way to go.

The public seems to be warming up to the idea of a woman president. This is shown in the popular television drama “Commander In Chief” starring Geena Davis.

Woodruff, who has come a long way since her early days as a weather girl, gave two lectures and an interview on Lynn Campus yesterday. Dean Jaffe and Joe Carey presented Ms. Woodruff to audiences of students, faculty, and guests.

In an interview with student reporter Mike Griffith, Woodruff said that she believes that American troops will not be in Iraq forever, and the focus should be on getting them out.

She stated that the American people are now beginning to question what they are getting out of this situation, and if the fighting in Iraq is “really making the US safer.”

Woodruff spoke to an eager group of listeners and brought many current issues and subjects to life. Those who wish to see more of Woodruff should tune into CNN.

Editor: Jenna Zakany, Sports Editor: Stephanie Balex, Managing Editor: Web: Michael Jacobs, Staff: Jade Beno, Brittany Blair, Lila Frenkel, Jessica Clemon, Briti Davis, Tim Devine, Kailey Hughes, David Hunter, Ian Nakano, Elizabeh Massa, Ashley Roberts, Brett Samuels, Mars Shaeen, Elyse Saverland Taberlo, Jenna Ulbrich, Nicole Walsh, Faculty Advisor: Mylys Ludwig
Sunglasses are, without a doubt, the most essential accessory for anyone who lives in South Florida. With any accessory comes the need for style, and the 1970's style of sunglasses is the hottest trend in eye gear.

**Celebrities** such as Nicole Richie and Mischa Barton are adorning sunglasses that are large and in charge.

This style of sunglasses is big in size and big in popularity this season, and most designer collections are representing this style of eyewear.

**Questions or Comments?**
E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net

Your letter could be featured in the iPulse!

---

**The Look For Less**
Retro Sunglasses: The Bigger The Better
By Jade Berez

Designer brands such as Dior, D&G, and Chanel sell these sunglasses for anywhere from $200 to $500.

For those who don’t have an extra $500 laying around, there are stylish alternatives that are just as pleasing on the eye…and much more pleasing on the wallet.

Dior “Glossy” Glasses, $245
80sPurple.com Glasses, $20-70
80sPurple.com offers a style of sunglasses called the “Jackie Vintage Oversize” glasses that are comparable to Dior’s “Glossy” sunglasses.

Shop smart and shop stylish, and get the look for less!*

---

**Team Eagerly Eyes Eckerd**
Men’s Basketball Seeks No. 1 Spot
By Sara Quatrocky

The men’s basketball team heads to Eckerd College on Saturday in its final regular season game.

The NSSC’s top team, Eckerd College, is 20-4 this season after a loss at Nova Southeastern. The Turtles are currently ranked 10th in the NCAA Division II South Region. The Knights need to win three of their five remaining regular season games to clinch the South Sunshine State Conference championship.

The NSSC’s top-15 club needs three wins to clinch the NSSC title as well. Columnist, Scott McMullen, said, “We need to focus on first getting the job done at Eckerd and then we can worry about the rest of the pieces falling into place,” head coach Scott McMullen said.

In Eckerd, the Knights will face one of their most even opponents throughout the last couple of years.

Lynn, owning the top scoring offense in the league at 76.6 points per game, will match up against Eckerd’s tough defense which allows just 63.4 points per game.

Back up the No. 1 scoring offense, Lynn has four players averaging at least 12 points per

---

**Tennis Teams Travel**
Regional Action Ahead
By Sara Quatrocky

Lynn University senior Jan Macko and Dragana Ilic were named the Men’s and Women’s Tennis Players of the Week in the Sunshine State Conference.

Macko helped the Fighting Knights win their SSC opener against Florida Southern at the fourth singles position.

Recently Ilic extended her singles match winning streak to 30 consecutive victories.

On the men’s side, Macko’s victory over Florida Southern at the fourth singles position was the deciding factor in the Knights’ opening 6-3 conference victory.

“Getting past Florida Southern was obviously a goal of ours because we have set winning the SSC title as our number one initiative this season,” Macko said.

The men’s and women’s teams both travel to Florida Gulf Coast University on Thursday for a regional battle. Both matches are slated to begin at 10:00 am in Ft. Myers.

---

**Girls & Sports**
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*Questions or Comments?* E-mail the iPulse at
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net

---

**Check Us Out On The Web At:**
www.lynnuniversity.net/pulse
Question of the Day
What do you plan to do after you graduate from Lynn?

"Ideally I want to own or run a resort on an island."
-Matt Schena, Sophomore

"I want to do behind-the-scenes work for either TV or newspapers."
-Noelle Burke, Sophomore

"I want to become a teacher here in Florida."
-Katheryn, Sophomore

"I'm not sure, but hopefully something in communications or hospitality."
-Michael Jaffe, Junior

The Legacy of Jackie Robinson: 1919-1972
Well-Rounded Athlete, Well-Rounded Person
By Taddeus Terupe

Jack Roosevelt Robinson was born in Cairo, Georgia on January 31, 1919. His parents raised him in Pasadena, California, where he attended school until high school level.

It was while he attended UCLA that Jackie Robinson was recognized amongst his peers and in the community as being a fine all-around athlete. He played football, baseball, basketball, and track, although he is remembered for his professional baseball career.

Because of the Jim Crow policies, African Americans were not allowed to participate in organized baseball until 1945. Jackie Robinson, along with Brooklyn Dodgers owner and manager Branch Rickey, helped to change this policy forever.

Rickey contracted Robinson out of the Kansas City Negro League, and brought him into Major League baseball. Robinson was the first African American to ever play in Major League baseball.

In his career, Jackie Robinson was awarded the Rookie of the Year award in 1947, Most Valuable Player in 1949, and was elected into the Baseball Hall of Fame in 1962. Robinson had an arm in politics as well, and was appointed "Special Assistant of Community Affairs" by Governor Rockefeller, and campaigned on behalf of Vice President Hubert Humphrey.

Rickey contracted Robinson out of the Kansas City Negro League, and brought him into Major League baseball. Robinson was the first African American to ever play in Major League baseball.

The Buck Henry hat is available for $27 at guyshop.com.

Bucket hats are back in style, and the men at Lynn are showing off the look.

Dozens of Lynn males have been spotted wearing bucket hats at the beach and on campus.

The most popular bucket hat is the Buck Henry hat designed by Goorin. This Gilligan’s Island-esque hat has a great feel to it that the men go crazy for.

The Buck Henry hat both literary prestige and pop culture style. It is made from 100% cotton and has a "lost at sea" look about it.

A unique feature about this hat is the color webbed strap that runs around the brim, which adds a distinctive touch to the overall look.

Guys all over New England have been spotted wearing this brand, and the trend is now making its way to Florida.

The Buck Henry hat is available for $27 at guyshop.com.
Tomorrow there is a mandatory internship orientation session.

Internship orientation sessions are mandatory for all students taking internships in the summer or fall semesters of 2006.

The internship orientation sessions will take place:
Wednesday, March 1 at noon.
Wednesday, April 5 at noon. Both sessions will take place in the de Hoernle Lecture Hall in the Green Center.

Students are only required to attend one session.

At the session, students will learn everything they need to know for a successful internship.

Students who are taking internships need to mark these two dates on their calendars.

Questions or Comments?
E-mail the Pulse at
ipulse@lynnuniversity.net
Your letter could be featured in the Pulse!

Eckerd Edges Knights 82-79 Loss For Lynn
By Sara Qufeelocky
James Cage put together a brilliant offensive performance tonight with a game-high 24 points but it wasn’t enough as the men’s basketball team lost at Eckerd College in overtime by the score of 82-79 in SSC action.

The men had two other players score in double-figures as Andrew Smith put up 14 points and Sheldon Edwards knocked down 10 points.

The Knights jumped out to an early lead in the first 10 minutes of the game.

Eckerd came into the second period on fire as they pushed the score in their favor in the opening seven minutes.

In the overtime period, the Tritons took the lead for good with two free-throws.

The Knights will now await for Mercyhurst’s seeding in the SSC’s top rebounder, senior Megan O’Dier finished the game with a game-high 11 boards, also she chipped in with eight points.

The two teams with the score knotted up 17 points.

Coming into the game with a slim lead as the SSC’s top scorer, Megan O’Dier finished the game with a game-high 11 boards, also she chipped in with eight points.

The girls came out of the gate red-hot in the opening five minutes.

The second period was a back-and-forth battle between the two teams with the score knotted up 11 different times.

Lynn scored first in the overtime period on two free-throws from freshman Jade Williams as Codiga drained a three-pointer on the next possession putting the Knights ahead 70-65.

The Knights will now wait for seeding in the Sunshine State Conference Tournament which will take place March 1-5 at Saint Leo University.